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This very popular design book has been wholly revised and expanded to feature a new dimension of inspiring and counterintuitive
ideas to thinking about graphic design relationships. The Elements of Graphic Design, Second Edition is now in full color in a larger, 8
x 10-inch trim size, and contains 40 percent more content and over 750 images to enhance and better clarify the concepts in this
thought-provoking resource. The second edition also includes a new section on Web design; new discussions of modularity, framing,
motion and time, rules of randomness, and numerous quotes supported by images and biographies. This pioneering work provides
designers, art directors, and students--regardless of experience--with a unique approach to successful design. Veteran designer and
educator Alex. W. White has assembled a wealth of information and examples in his exploration of what makes visual design stunning
and easy to read. Readers will discover White's four elements of graphic design, including how to: define and reveal dominant images,
words, and concepts; use scale, color, and position to guide the viewer through levels of importance; employ white space as a significant
component of design and not merely as background; and use display and text type for maximum comprehension and value to the
reader. Offering a new way to think about and use the four design elements, this book is certain to inspire better design. Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the
business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing,
acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive.
We often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
Fully updated, the third edition of Grids for Graphic Designers explores this important tool which is part of every designer's practicewhether it involves digital or print-based media. With over 200 illustrations plus six new interviews with design practitioners such as
Second Story, Brody Associates and Peter Dawson, the student is introduced to the creative use of grids in contemporary practice as
well as the basic principles that underlie their effective use. Written and designed by best-selling authors Gavin Ambrose and Paul
Harris, this clear and concise introduction to the use of grids in design covers all the basics and the expanded section of activities and
exercises allows students to implement what they have learned.
A lot has happened in the world of digital design since the first edition of this title was published, but one thing remains true: There is
an ever-growing number of people attempting to design everything from newsletters to advertisements with no formal training. This
book is the one place they can turn to find quick, non-intimidating, excellent design help from trusted design instructor Robin
Williams. This revised and expanded classic includes a new chapter on designing with type, more quizzes and exercises, updated
projects, and new visual and typographic examples that give the book a fresh, modern look. In The Non-Designer's Design Book, 4th
Edition, Robin turns her attention to the basic principles that govern good design. Perfect for beginners, Robin boils great design into
four easy-to-master principles: contrast, repetition, alignment, and proximity (C.R.A.P.!). Readers who follow her clearly explained
concepts will produce more sophisticated and professional work immediately. Humor-infused, jargon-free prose interspersed with
design exercises, quizzes, and illustrations make learning a snap–which is just what audiences have come to expect from this
bestselling author.
A successful layout will captivate the target audience immediately.How to make a successful design that attracts consumers? You will
find answers in this book. This book equips readers with a good grounding of layout design principles, including proximity,
alignment,repetition,contrast,etc. It also features a range of outstanding layout design cases with visual guid map, giving a wide
perspective on the methods of layout design.
Layout Essentials
Making and Breaking the Grid
Brand Identity Essentials
Mastering Type
Type Form & Function
Page Design
From Knowledge to Mastery

Good Design, Down to the Letter Packages on store shelves, posters on building walls, pages of a website—all
contain information that needs to be communicated. And at the heart of that communication is type: visually
interesting, interactive, expressive and captivating. Each letter must come alive; therefore, each letter must
be carefully crafted or chosen. A solid foundation in typography, as well as an understanding of its nuances,
will help you optimize your visual communication—in whatever form it takes. By breaking down the study of
type into a systematic progression of relationships—letter, word, sentence, paragraph, page and screen—awardwinning graphic designer and professor of communication design Denise Bosler provides a unique and
illuminating perspective on typography for both print and digital media and for designers of all skill levels.
Through instruction, interviews and real-world inspiration, Mastering Type explores the power of each
typographic element--both as it stands alone and as it works with other elements--to create successful
design, to strengthen your skill set and to inspire your next project.
Once you have learnt the fundamentals of typography, there is still a wealth of knowledge to grasp to really
become a master in the art and craft of working with type. In Advanced Typography, expert practitioner and
instructor Richard Hunt goes beyond the basics to take your understanding and usage to the next level.
Taking a practical approach, the book combines visual, linguistic, historical and psychological systems with
the broad range of applications and audiences of type today. From the challenges of designing across media
and cultures, to type as information and craft, Hunt marries theoretical context with applied examples so you
feel confident in improving your skills as an advanced typographer.
Layout in CSS has always been a tricky task: hacking solutions using positioning, floats, and the onedimensional flexbox has never been very satisfactory. Fortunately, there is a new tool to add to our arsenal:
CSS Grid Layout. It is an incredibly powerful layout system that allows us to design pages using a twoPage 1/6
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dimensional grid - offering the kind of fine-grained layout control that print designers take for granted! Grid
Layout has been in development for a while, but has recently been made a W3C candidate recommendation
and has been added to most of the major browsers, so is ready for prime time. This short selection of
tutorials, hand-picked from SitePoint's HTML & CSS channel, will get you up and running with Grid Layout
and using it on your own sites in no time. This collection includes: An Introduction to the CSS Grid Layout
Module by Ahmad Ajmi Seven Ways You Can Place Elements Using CSS Grid Layout by Nitish Kumar How
to Order and Align Items in Grid Layout by Nitish Kumar A Step by Step Guide to the Auto- Placement
Algorithm in CSS Grid by Nitish Kumar How I Built a Pure CSS Crossword Puzzle by Adrian Roworth This
book is suitable for front end developers and web designers with some CSS experience.
The design bar is at an all-time high for those brave enough to participate in the industry. Today's designers
must be clear on all the steps necessary to create work that stands out in an increasingly competitive
marketplace. Unfortunately, most design books only focus on type, color, and layout issues. The Design
Matters series takes a more in-depth approach, allowing designers to learn not only how to create work that
is aesthetically appealing, but also strategy-driven and smart. This compilation features the best of the
Design Matters series, indispensable guides to design, in one handy volume. Design Matters focuses on
developing, creating and implementing brochure designs, logo designs, packaging, and portfolios. The
compendium includes all the essential information needed to execute strong designs in concert with beautiful
and well-crafted examples, so that designers can successfully hit the mark every time.
Digital Design Essentials
Graphic Design Rules
Printed Matter and Editorial Design
Principles of Organizing Type
100 Ways to Design Better Desktop, Web, and Mobile Interfaces
Grid Systems
100 Design Principles for Using Grids
Adhering to certain layout and grids standards and principles is important for any job from brochures, to
annual reports, to posters, to websites, to publications. However, knowing how to bend the rules and
make certain grids work for the job at hand takes skill. This book outlines and demonstrates basic
layout/grid guidelines and rules through 100 entries including choosing a typeface, striving for rhythm
and balance with type, combining typefaces, using special characters and kerning and legibility. These
essentials of grid design are critical to the success of any job.
A classic and essential text for designers since 2009, Layout Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Using
Grids just got better with a fresh exploration of its design principles, updated text, and new photos and
international graphics. Grids are the basis for all design projects, and learning how to work with them is
fundamental for all graphic designers. From working with multi-column formats to using type, color,
images, and more, Layout Essentials not only demonstrates, using real world examples, how to use grids
effectively, but shows you how to break the rules to use them effectively, too. This revised and updated
version of Layout Essentials is your one-stop reference and resource for all layout design projects.
For designers working in every medium, layout is arguable the most basic, and most important, element.
Effective layout is essential to communication and enables the end user to not only be drawn in with an
innovative design but to digest information easily. Making and Breaking the Grid is a comprehensive
layout design workshop that assumes that in order to effectively break the rules of grid-based design,
one must first understand those rules and see them applies to real-world projects. Text reveals top
designersÆ work in process and rationale. Projects with similar characteristics are linked through a
simple notational system that encourages exploration and comparison of structure ideas. Also included
are historical overviews that summarize the development of layout concepts, both grid-based and nongrid based, in modern design practice.
Before and After magazine's focus on clarity and simplicity and its insistence on approaching design not
as mere decoration but as an essential form of communication have won it legions of fans. If you're
among them, you'll welcome the first book from B and A's founder and publisher. John McWade walks
his own talk, bringing you a beautifully clear, cohesive, and elegant primer on page design. You'll learn
by example how to design single-page and multi-page publications, brochures, and advertisements,
applying the principles design professionals live by. You'll also learn how to choose the right font for
your project, why one typeface works better than another, and lots more. Best of all, you'll discover how
to think visually--transforming the images in your head into documents that communicate effectively on
the page.
Best Practices for Graphic Designers, Grids and Page Layouts
Advanced Typography
Foundations for Designing Online User Experiences
Layout Essentials Revised and Updated
Design School: Layout
Basics Design 07: Grids
125 Ways to Enhance Usability, Influence Perception, Increase Appeal, Make Better Design Decisions,
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and Teach Through Design
Layout for graphic design concerns the arrangement of text and images on a page. How these elements are
positioned, both in relation to one another, and within the overall design scheme, will affect how
content is viewed and received. Whether in print or online, it is key to powerful visual communication.
Layout for Graphic Designers provides visual arts students with a theoretical and practical underpinning
of this design subject. Packed with over 200 examples from key contemporary practices, and fully
illustrated with clear diagrams and inspiring imagery, it offers an essential exploration of the
subject. This third edition has been updated to include 25 new images and 6 new case studies from
Lundgren + Lindqvist, TwoPoints.Net, Bruce Mau Design, Non-Format, Mind Design and Plau.
This workbook is a methodical yet comprehensive approach to conveying the fundamentals of avant-garde,
innovative, information design by examining history, theory, criticism, technology and media, process,
method, and practice. Opening with a very brief history followed by an instructive breakdown of the
discipline, readers get an intimate understanding of the complexities of crafting information design to
effectively improve communication both functionally and aesthetically. The back half of the book
contains a wide range of case studies from design firms around the world so designers can see the
techniques previously outlined in the first half of the book. The author also critiques and explains why
the design is successful in terms of formal quality (Aesthetics) and function (How does it improve
communication?).
Type, Form, and Function is a useful, comprehensive typography resource that both students and
professional designers should have in their library. It looks at the influences of modern typography and
symbols going back through time and examines certain type treatments and movements in design and logo
types. It focuses on how type works and emphasizes typographic fundamentals, while touching on
logo/logotype design and page layout (print and interactive). This book promises to guide designers
through the visual typographic clutter to make their designed messages more meaningful.
New in Paperback! An inspired resource for creating excellent layouts Layout Workbook is one of five
volumes in Rockport's series of practical and inspirational workbooks that cover the fundamental areas
of the graphic design business. In this edition, author Kristin Cullen tackles the often perplexing job
of nailing down a layout that works. More than a collection of great examples of layout, this book is an
invaluable resource for students, designers, and creative professionals who seek design understanding
and inspiration. The book illuminates the broad category of layout, communicating specifically what it
takes to design with excellence. It also addresses the heart of design-the how and why of the creative
process. Cullen approaches layout with a series of step-by-step fundamental chapters (a "how-to" of
layout) addressing topics such as The Function of Design, Inspiration, The Design Process, Intuition,
Structure and Organization, The Interaction of Visual Elements, Typography, and Design Analysis. The
book offers inspirational quotations and a unique, progressive design that truly reflects its content.
Information Design Workbook
Modern JavaScript for the Impatient
Before and After Page Design
The Language of Graphic Design
Basics of Design: Layout & Typography for Beginners
Designing Interfaces
An Essential Guide for Understanding and Applying Page Design Principles

This unique, go-to guide for designers fully details the essential layout and design skills needed to succeed in this
competitive industry. With fun and practical application, it offers valuable insight into strategy and business
when working in the real world with real clients, starting with basic information on layout principles before
delving more deeply into theory and application on a project-by-project basis. Illustrated with real-world
assignments and case studies, this guide offers a behind-the-scenes take on the entire process and steps
necessary to go from concept to final outcome, including how to overcome challenges presented along the way.
DON'T use comic sans (except ironically!) but DO worship the classic typefaces like Helvetica and Garamond.
Graphic Design Rules is a handy guide for professional graphic designers, students, and laymen who incorporate
graphic design into their job or small business. Packed with practical advice, this spirited collection of design dos
and don'ts takes readers through 365 rules like knowing when to use a modular grid—and when to throw the grid
out the window. All designers will appreciate tips and lessons from these highly accomplished authors, who draw
on years of experience to help you create good design.
Graphic Design School allows students to develop core competencies while understanding how these
fundamentals translate into new and evolving media. With examples from magazines, websites, books, and mobile
devices, the Fifth Edition provides an overview of the visual communications profession, with a new focus on the
intersection of design specialties. A brand-new section on web and interactivity covers topics such as web tools,
coding requirements, information architecture, web design and layout, mobile device composition, app design,
CMS, designing for social media, and SEO.
Enhance learners' interest and understanding with visual designfor instructional and information products No
matter what medium you use to deliver content, if the visualdesign fails, the experience falls flat. Meaningful
graphics and acompelling visual design supercharge instruction, training, andpresentations, but this isn't easy to
accomplish. Now you canconquer your design fears and knowledge gaps with Visual DesignSolutions: a resource
for learning professionals seeking toraise the bar on their graphics and visual design skills. Thisinformal and
friendly book guides you through the process andprinciples used by professional graphic designers. It also
presentscreative solutions and examples that you can start using rightaway. Anyone who envisions, designs, or
creates instructional orinformational graphics will benefit from the design strategies laidout in this
comprehensive resource. Written by Connie Malamed, an art educator and instructionaldesigner, this book will
help you tap into your creativity, designwith intention, and produce polished work. Whereas most graphicdesign
books focus on logos, packaging, and brochures, VisualDesign Solutions focuses on eLearning, presentations,
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andperformance support. Visual Design Solutions includespractical guidelines for making smart design choices,
ways tocreate professional-looking products, and principles for successfulgraphics that facilitate learning. Ideal
for instructionaldesigners, trainers, presenters, and professors who want to advancefrom haphazard to
intentional design, this book will help themrealize their design potential. Gain the knowledge and confidence to
design impressive,effective visuals for learning Increase learner comprehension and retention with
visualstrategies offered by an expert author Serves as a reference and a resource, with a wealth of examplesfor
inspiration and ideas Addresses an intimidating topic in an informal, friendlystyle In four parts, the book
provides a thorough overview of thedesign process and design concepts; explores space, image, andtypography;
and presents workable solutions for your mostpersistent and puzzling design problems. Get started and
begincreating captivating graphics for your learners.
100 Design Principles for Working with Type
100 Principles for Building Brands
Design and Typographic Principles for the Visual Novice
Patterns for Effective Interaction Design
The Elements of Graphic Design
150 Essential Tools for Architects, Artists, Designers, Developers, Engineers, Inventors, and Makers
The Essential Guide to Typography for Print and Web Design
'The Language of Graphic Design' provides graphic design students and practitioners with an in-depth understanding of the
fundamental elements and principles of their language, what they are, why they are important and how to use them effectively.
This book outlines and demonstrates basic package design guidelines and rules through 100 principles in the areas of research,
planning, and execution. This book is a quick reference and primer on package design, and the principles that make design
projects successful. Highly visual and appealing to beginning designers, students, and working designers as a resource. The
content helps to establish the rules and guides designers in knowing when and where to bend them. Visual examples demonstrate
each principle so readers can see the principle at work in applied design.
Although grid systems are the foundation for almost all typographic design, they are often associated with rigid, formulaic
solutions. However, the belief that all great design is nonetheless based on grid systems (even if only subverted ones) suggests
that few designers truly understand the complexities and potential riches of grid composition.
This classic introduction to high-impact page design is now fully updated for a new generation of designers. Basics of Design:
Layout and Typography for Beginners demystifies the design process with straightforward and complete explanations of the
fundamental principles that create first-rate visual design. Readers learn essential design terminology and develop their knowledge
and skills through visual examples and hands-on activities that reinforce page layout and typography concepts. Side-by-side
critiques of before-and-after page layouts help readers understand how to apply design principles to their own efforts and point the
way to excellence in design. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Principles and Creative Inspiration for Learning Professionals
Graphic Design School
The Non-designer's Design Book
A Real-World Guide to Building Pages in Graphic Design
An Illustrated Handbook for Understanding Fundamental Design Principles
Smashing UX Design
Graphic approaches, solutions, and inspiration + 30 case studies
Page Design pays tribute to the tradition of print editorial design by focusing on its outstanding
contemporary value. This volume offers a panorama of contemporary trends and styles through a selection
of one hundred projects of different sizes, from flyers and magazines to posters, catalogues and books.
Each of the featured projects is a statement of aesthetic and conceptual principles. Containing case
studies and tips and tricks, this book is full of ideas on page layout, interaction between sections and
the optimum way to convey a message.
This pocket edition of the bestselling design reference book contains 150 essential principles.
Design School: Layout is an instructive guide for students, recent graduates, and self-taught designers.
It provides a comprehensive introduction to creating and changing layouts: a crucially important skill
that underpins practically every aspect of graphic design. You'll get in-depth analysis of all the major
areas of theory and practice used by experienced professional designers. Each section provides
explanation and visual examples of grid systems and in-depth discussion of compositional principles and
strategies. The text is interspersed with tests designed to help you retain key points you've covered in
the preceding spreads, and includes illustrations sections with real world scenarios. This in-depth
guide avoids the temptation to stray into other areas of design technique, preferring to cover the
essential, detailed skills of the professional graphic designer to arm you with the knowledge needed for
a successful start to your chosen career.
8+ Hours of Video Instruction It can be difficult for developers familiar with Java and other languages
to make the transition to modern JavaScript. If you simply want to be productive with JavaScript as it
exists today, then you don't want to relive history with books or courses that teach older JavaScript
versions, or that assume familiarity with those older versions and focus on recently introduced
features. This course assumes that you are a competent programmer who understands branches and loops,
functions, data structures, and the basics of object-oriented programming. You will get up to speed with
modern JavaScript in the shortest possible time. Description Modern JavaScript for the Impatient
LiveLessons focuses on how to be productive with JavaScript as it exists today. After reviewing the
fundamentals of values, variables, and control flow, the video thoroughly covers functions, objects, and
classes. The standard library and the most commonly used tools are also covered, as well as key topics
related to asynchronous programming, internationalization, and modules. Related Content This training
pairs with Cay Horstmann's book Modern JavaScript for the Impatient (9780136502142) About the Instructor
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Cay S. Horstmann is a professor of computer science at San Jose State University and a Java Champion. He
is also the author of Core Java, Volume II,ÄîFundamentals, Eleventh Edition (2019); Core Java, Volume
I,ÄîFundamentals, Eleventh Edition (2018); Core Java SE 9 for the Impatient, Second Edition (2018); Java
SE 8 for the Really Impatient (2014); and Scala for the Impatie nt (2012). He has written more than a
dozen other books for professional programmers and computer science students. What You Will Learn After
starting with the basics-JavaScript values, variables, and types, and a quick overview of expressions
and the various type of flow control statements-Horstmann shows viewers how to implement functions that
consume and produce other functions and how to use closures to implement a form of classes before moving
on to more advanced topics including: Object-oriented programming with modern JavaScript (classes and
inheritance and how these are implemented with prototypes) The standard library (numbers and dates,
strings and regular expressions, as well as arrays and collections.) Metaprogramming, iterators, and
generators (a powerful mechanism to bridge between linear and event-driven control flow) How to use
proxies to inter...
The Principles and Practice of Graphic Design
Designing with CSS Grid Layout
Visual Design Solutions
An Introduction
An Essential Primer-Brochures, Logos, Packaging, Portfolios
The Pocket Universal Principles of Design
The 7 Essentials of Graphic Design

Brand Identity Essentials, Revised and Expanded outlines and demonstrates basic logo and branding design guidelines and rules
through 100 principles. These include the elements of a successful graphic identity, identity programs and brand identity, and all
the various strategies and elements involved. A company's identity encompasses far more than just its logo. Identity is crucial to
establishing the public's perception of a company, its products, and its effectiveness—and it's the designer's job to envision the
brand and create what the public sees. Brand Identity Essentials, a classic design reference now updated and expanded, lays a
foundation for brand building, illustrating the construction of strong brands through examples of world-class design. Topics
include: A Sense of Place, Cultural Symbols, Logos as Storytellers, What is "On Brand?", Brand Psychology, Building an Online
Identity, Managing Multiple Brands, Owning an Aesthetic, Logo Lifecycles, Programs That Stand Out, Promising Something,
and Honesty is Sustainable The new, revised edition expands each of the categories, descriptions, and selections of images, and
incorporates emergent themes in digital design and delivery that have developed since the book first appeared. Brand Identity
Essentials is a must-have reference for budding design professionals and established designers alike.
A comprehensive guide to UI design, providing key features and functional requirements, best practices and design guidelines,
and components of the user experience of the application, illustrated with "live" case study examples.
This book is the perfect desk reference for anyone who designs or works with designers. It reduces the complexities of today's
design work into seven basic elements: Research, Typography, Contrast, Layout, Grid Systems, Identity Design and Critique &
Analysis. These seven fundamentals of design are examined separately in compelling chapters that show designers how to:Create dynamic layouts with visual tension and asymmetrical balance- Recognize and solve color problems- Use grids to design
multiple pages of the same publication- Design memorable logos and logotypes Every topic is explained through an analysis of
good and bad examples, anecdotes and other instruction. The closing chapter discusses how all of the elements blend together,
illustrated by a gallery of inspirational design work. A must for anyone who works in visual communication.Allison Goodman has
been a practicing designer for twenty years in the fields of print, information and environment and digital design. A CD-ROM
produced by her students received numerous awards, including the American Center for Design 100 Award and the Milia New
Talent Award. She lives in Glendale, California.
A cross-disciplinary reference of design. Pairs common design concepts with examples that illustrate them in practice.
Layout Workbook
Packaging Essentials
Typography Essentials Revised and Updated
Grids for Graphic Designers
A Handbook on the Fundamentals of Typography
Brand Identity Essentials, Revised and Expanded
A Practical Guide for Students and Designers

This revised and updated version of Layout Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Using Grids is an essential
design text that outlines and demonstrates basic layout/grid guidelines and rules.
Grids 2nd Edition, the seventh book in the Basics Design series, has been updated with new content and visuals,
exploring the construction and ordering of the age and screen through the use of grids. The grid features as a
strong element in many areas of design, and presents both the student and practitioner alike with the
opportunity to ground their work in solid foundations.Through detailed investigation of the principles behind
grid design, this book informs and advances your understanding of this key design component, allowing you to
devise grids with ease and precision for any situation.
Provides information on designing easy-to-use interfaces.
This book is the fourth book in the Essential series following Layout Essentials, Typography Essentials, and
Packaging Essentials. It outlines and demonstrates basic logo and branding design guidelines and rules through
100 principles including the elements of a successful graphic identity, identity programs and brand identity, and
all the various strategies and elements involved.
Universal Principles of Design, Revised and Updated
100 Design Principles for Creating Packages
365 Essential Design Dos and Don'ts
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A Graphic Design Layout Workshop
Design Matters
Layout for Graphic Designers
Layout Principles for Commercial Design
Typography Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Working with Type is a practical, hands-on resource that distills and organizes the many
complex issues surrounding the effective use of typography. An essential reference for designers since 2009, Typography Essentials is now
completely refreshed with updated text, new graphics and photos, and a whole new look. Divided into four sections—The Letter, The Word,
The Paragraph, and The Page—the text is concise, compact, and easy to reference. Each of the 100 principles, which cover all practical
aspects of designing with type, has an explanation and inspiring visual examples drawn from international books, magazines, posters, and
more. Typography Essentials is for designers of every medium in which type plays a major role, and is organized and designed to make the
process enjoyable and entertaining, as well as instructional.
100 Principles for Designing Logos and Building Brands
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